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System Description
Until recently SWI-Prolog had no built-in support for constraint solving. The
positive experience with porting the K.U.Leuven CHR system [3] from hProlog
to XSB Prolog [5], suggested that SWI-Prolog could be extended with CHRs
with very little effort.
The K.U.Leuven CHR system relies only on the following non-standard lowlevel features: attributed variables as in [1], global backtrackable variables and
support for cyclic terms. By copying the existing interface and implementation
principles from hProlog and XSB, the effort was small indeed and at the same
time the compatibility between these systems was realized. With the above three
features in place, SWI-Prolog’s CHR system was fully operational in no time and
all CHR solvers are now available to SWI-Prolog users since SWI-Prolog’s release
5.4.0 [6].
Experimental evaluation showed that thanks to the efficient implementation
of the low-level features average CHR benchmarks behave better than average
Prolog benchmarks when compared to SICStus Prolog [2] with its reference
CHR compiler. Since SWI-Prolog’s focus on a user friendly environment, the
CHR compiler was tightly integrated with the term expansion/2 based preprocessor, so as to exploit SWI-Prolog’s source-code management and to retain
source information. We also added a CHR debugger which hides the underlying
generated Prolog code from the user.
To the best of our knowledge, SWI-Prolog’s CHR system is the first to support hashtable constraint stores and mode declarations. This results in considerably better performance and e.g. the Union-Find algorithm can be implemented
with optimal complexity [4].
Thanks to the initial effort in low-level provisions for CHR, SWI-Prolog now
also provides other typical CLP facilities: co-routining (freeze/1 and when/2), a
simple bounds-consistency finite domain solver and a port of Christian Holzbaur’s
CLP(<) solver. It turns out that our minimal and de facto standard extension
is adequate to bring full CLP support to a Prolog system.
In the future we intend to improve the portability and standardization of
both the CHR system and general CLP solvers. Users should be free to use CLP
capabilities in the Prolog system of their choice.
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